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GitHub’s secret scanning alerts now available
for all public repos

GitHub has announced that its secret scanning alerts service is now generally available to all

public repositories and can be enabled to detect leaked secrets across an entire publishing

history.

Secrets are sensitive data accidentally added to GitHub repositories, including API keys,

account passwords, authentication tokens, and other con�dential data that can enable

attackers to perform security breaches or gain access to non-public data.

Threat actors commonly search public GitHub repositories for authentication secrets to breach

networks, steal data, or impersonate the company in their own attacks.

Read More

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/github-s-secret-scanning-alerts-now-available-for-all-public-repos/


 

More #News

Chromium bug allowed SameSite cookie bypass on Android devices

Microsoft Exchange Online outage blocks access to mailboxes worldwide

DrayTek VPN routers hacked with new malware to steal data, evade detection

 

#Breach Log

LastPass: DevOps engineer hacked to steal password vault data in 2022 breach

Trezor warns of massive crypto wallet phishing campaign

British retail chain WH Smith says data stolen in cyberattack

 

#Patch Time!

Aruba Networks �xes six critical vulnerabilities in ArubaOS

Cisco patches critical Web UI RCE �aw in multiple IP phones

Apple Users Need to Update iOS Now to Patch Serious Flaws

 

#Tech and #Tools

CISA releases free ‘Decider’ tool to help with MITRE ATT&CK mapping

How to prevent Microsoft OneNote �les from infecting Windows with malware

FTC to ban BetterHelp from sharing mental health data with advertisers
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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